
        BRIGHAM CITY CORPORATION

                   ELECTRIC SERVICE

                    SCHEDULE NO. 8

      *********
                                       GENERAL INDUSTRIAL SERVICE

AVAILABILITY:  At any point on the City's interconnected system where there

are facilities of adequate capacity.

Application:  This schedule is for alternating current,  three-phase service

supplied at 2,300 to 15,000 volts through a single point of delivery for all electric service 

required on the customer's premises for manufacturing or other industrial purposes by

industrial customers contracting for no less than 35 kw. Seasonal services will be

available only under other appropriate schedules.

MONTHLY BILL:

Power Rate:
$11.75    per kw 

Energy Rate:

$0.0485    per kwh for all kwh

Power Factor:  This rate is based on the customer maintaining at all times a

power factor of 95% lagging, or higher, as determined by measurement. If the average

power factor is found to be less than 95% lagging the power as recorded by the City's

meter will be increased by 1% for every 1% that the power factor is less than 95%.

Billing Demand:  The kw as shown by or computed from readings of the

City's power meter for the 15-minute period of the customer's greatest use during the

month, adjusted for power factor as specified, determined to the nearest kw but not less

than 70% of the greatest demand in kw imposed on the City by the customer in any of

the preceding twelve  (12)  billing months.

Minimum:   

The monthly power charge, but not less than $375.59

Power:

The kw as shown by or computed from the reading of the City's power 

meter, for the 15-minute period of customer's greatest use during the month, adjusted 

for power factor as specified, determined to the nearest kw, but not less than 35 kw.

Power Purchase Adjustment Clause: Is applied to adjust charges that are above or 

 below the base amount of the rates based upon changes in costs of wholesale power

 purchased from energy provider.

Effective          July  1, 2022


